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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) play a vital role in many fields, such as agricultural
planting, security patrol, emergency rescue, and so on. The development and implementation of
these devices have become vital in terms of reachability and usability. Unfortunately, as drones
become more widely used in various fields, they become more and more vulnerable to attacks
and security threats, including, but not limited to, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attacks, and
known session key attacks. In order to deal with these attacks and security threats and meet the
needs of lightweight UAV communication, a secure and efficient authentication scheme is essential.
To meet the security and lightweight requirements of an identity authentication scheme in a UAV
communication network, this paper proposes an identity authentication scheme sdronelig based on an
elliptic curve cryptosystem. The scheme realizes the mutual authentication and session key agreement
configuration between the UAV and the ground station, and the authentication and key agreement
between the UAVs can be realized with the help of the control station. The sdronelig authentication
scheme is based on the ECDH key exchange protocol in the elliptic curve cryptography algorithm
and adopts the MAC message authentication code technology and the method of pre-calculating part
of the process. Under the premise of ensuring the security of the UAV communication network, the
authentication efficiency is improved, the communication overhead and communication times are
reduced, and the lightweight requirement of the UAV authentication scheme is met. Additionally,
a formal verification tool is used to verify the security of the sdronelig scheme under the Dolev-
Yao threat model, which is suitable for UAV networks. Finally, a detailed comparative study was
conducted on security features, communication overhead, the number of communications, and
computational overhead. The results show that the proposed sdronelig authentication scheme not
only provides superior security features but also has better or comparable overhead compared to
other existing authentication schemes.

Keywords: UAV; identity authentication; security; formal verification; elliptic curve cryptography

1. Introduction

With the continuous progress of communication technology and the improvement of
manufacturing capacity, UAVs have been widely used in military and civil fields. Today,
drones play an important role in logistics distribution, agricultural planting, security patrol,
emergency rescue, and other fields [1,2].

Due to the strong openness of the wireless data communication channel of the UAV
network, the communication environment of the UAV system is more vulnerable to various
attacks than other communication networks, including eavesdropping attacks, man-in-the-
middle attacks, replay attacks, etc., [3]. At present, the security problems faced by UAV
communication are seriously hindering the expansion of its application and the efficiency
of its use. The identity authentication protocol between the UAV and the control station, as
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the core technology to ensure communication security, can not only verify the legitimacy of
the communication parties but also negotiate the session key for secure communication [4].
The DTLS protocol, the TLS protocol, and some existing UAV key protocols have some
problems, such as excessive communication overhead, long authentication times, or in-
sufficient security. The ECDH key exchange protocol is a method for two communication
parties to establish a shared key over an insecure communication channel. It is based on
Diffie-Hellman key exchange but uses elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) to generate and
exchange keys. This protocol is commonly used in end-to-end encryption systems to ensure
confidentiality and privacy. MAC authentication technology is a method to verify the
integrity and authenticity of messages transmitted over the network. It involves adding a
hash value or message authentication code (MAC) to a message using a key known to both
communicating parties. The recipient can then verify this code to ensure that the message
that has been transmitted has not been tampered with or forged. MAC authentication
is commonly used in network protocols to ensure the authenticity and integrity of data
packets. The combination of ECDH and MAC algorithms can replace digital certificates for
identity authentication and reduce communication overhead and authentication time. The
main research work of this paper is as follows:

• An identity authentication protocol called sdronelig has been proposed and designed
for UAV and control station communication. The aim of the protocol is to achieve
reduced communication times and overhead while ensuring security. Certificateless
authentication techniques are employed, and part of the operation process is completed
during the preprocessing stage, effectively reducing computational overhead and
improving authentication efficiency;

• To ensure the security of the sdronelig scheme, a threat model suitable for UAV
networks is designed based on the Dolev-Yao threat model [5]. The security of the
sdronelig scheme is verified under this threat model using the formal verification tool
ProVerif [6];

• Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the sdronelig authen-
tication scheme in two aspects. Firstly, the authentication time of the sdronelig au-
thentication scheme was measured along with a comparison scheme in a simulated
environment using Gazebo and Pycharm. Secondly, the communication overhead of
the sdronelig authentication scheme was evaluated using Wireshark;

• A detailed comparative analysis of communication, computation overheads, and
functionality attributes shows the superiority of the proposed scheme in terms of its
provided security features, no special hardware required, and comparable or better
communication and computational overheads as compared to those for other existing
and relevant competing schemes in the literature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview
of related work. Section 3 describes the UAV communication network models and threat
models. Section 4 elaborates on the implementation steps and calculation method of the
authentication scheme. In Section 5, the security of the scheme is evaluated using Proverif.
The performance of the scheme is assessed in Section 6. In Section 7, the paper concludes
with a summary of the results.

2. Reference Review

In order to ensure the security of wireless communication in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), a significant amount of research has been conducted both domestically and abroad.
The security protection schemes for UAV communication are primarily derived from the
physical layer and cryptography.

Recent works [7–9] have designed UAV communication security protection schemes
based on the physical layer that are suitable for addressing the characteristics of UAV nodes
such as limited computing power and high dynamic changes in network topology. These
schemes effectively utilize UAV mobility to enhance communication security. However,
physical layer-based security schemes primarily serve as a supplement to traditional
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cryptography-based security protection schemes [10]. Such schemes cannot guarantee
the integrity of the transmitted information or the legitimacy of both communication
parties’ identities. Therefore, they cannot be employed in isolation to ensure the wireless
communication of UAVs with high security requirements.

From the perspective of cryptography, the security protection scheme is primarily de-
signed to complete the identity authentication of both communicating parties and negotiate
a secure session key. This scheme involves combining various cryptographic algorithms
based on mathematical problems to encrypt transmitted data. Currently, the widely used
TLS and DTLS communication protocols on the Internet can ensure secure communication.
However, they suffer from excessive communication overhead, computing overhead, and
storage overhead, which do not meet the requirements for lightweight and efficient UAV
communication. Security protection schemes based on cryptography primarily revolve
around the completion of identity authentication for both communicating parties. These
schemes negotiate a secure session key by combining various cryptographic algorithms,
which are based on mathematical problems, to encrypt the transmitted data.

Azza Allouch et al. [11] improved the MAVLink protocol by incorporating encryption
algorithms to ensure secure communication between UAVs and ground stations. However,
this protocol only enables encrypted communication, lacking identity authentication and
key agreement, which does not protect against man-in-the-middle attacks, impersonation
attacks, and other attacks. As a mobile ad hoc network, UAVs possess three authentication
protocol requirements: lightweight, high efficiency, and security. For identity authentication,
UAVs can generate a unique identification mark based on their channels, circuits, and
other distinguishing characteristics to identify their identity. For example, Kim et al. [12]
have designed a security protection scheme for detecting UAVs using sound data, but
such schemes require the use of a certificate authority, which tends to occupy significant
storage space and computing resources. Improving upon this method, recent works [13,14]
have proposed a lightweight authentication scheme based on PUF (Physical Unclonable
Function), which reduces storage and computation overheads and meets the lightweight
requirements. However, PUF technology on UAVs has some shortcomings, such as its
immature technology, increased production costs of UAVs, and inconsistency with the
hardware conditions of most UAVs.

Therefore, the cryptography-based design of UAV identity authentication schemes re-
mains the mainstream development direction. Kwanwoong Yoon et al. [15] investigate a
solution to prevent anonymous attackers from hijacking network channels or physical hard-
ware on commercial drones. This scheme involves additional encrypted communication
channels, authentication algorithms, and DoS attacks to maintain control of the drone during
hijacking problems. However, it remains vulnerable to replay attacks. Srinivas et al. [16] pro-
pose a “lightweight authentication scheme based on time credentials in UAV environments”.
Nevertheless, Zeeshan Ali et al. [17] have demonstrated that this scheme does not prevent
impersonation attacks and has security flaws. Haqi Khalid et al. [18] proposed a lightweight
anonymous two-factor authentication scheme for UAVs based on asymmetric cryptographic
methods, but this scheme lacks formal security analysis. Saeed Ullah Jan et al. [19] verified
the security of the protocol through the ProVerif2.02 model and analyzed the storage, com-
putation, and communication overhead to solve the performance problem of the security
protocol, but Abdelouahid et al. [20] considered that it did not solve the problem of Known
session key attacks. Zeeshan Ali et al. [17] proposed a “lightweight authentication mecha-
nism for drones in smart city environments”. However, B.D. Deebak et al. [21] have pointed
out that Ali et al.’s scheme cannot withstand session key disclosure attacks. Furthermore,
the security schemes in [22–24] are all susceptible to known session key attacks. To tackle
these issues, the introduction of the ECDH protocol has become the mainstream choice.
ECDH is a key exchange protocol with high security, and even with a known session key
attack, it is difficult to compromise its security. Yongho Ko et al. [25] proposed a secure
communication protocol for protecting UAVs and ground control stations based on the
ECDH protocol. The scheme combines ECDH and the identity certificate issued by the
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organization for key agreement to ensure the security of forward security and two-way
authentication. Session key disclosure attacks are difficult to compromise, and denial of
service attacks are partially mitigated. However, this scheme requires a certificate authority,
which consumes a lot of resources, and it increases the communication overhead by passing
certificates multiple times during the communication. In order to solve these problems, Jian
Qirui et al. [26] canceled the use of identity certificates and designed an authentication and
key protocol for UAVs and control stations based on the ECDH algorithm, which reduced
the computational and communication overhead. However, the authentication scheme
designed in this scheme takes the control station as the initiator of identity authentication,
whereas technically, the UAV should be the initiator [27–29]. In addition, the scheme is
computationally cumbersome, has too many communications, and lacks an authentication
method between drones. Therefore, by recombining ECDH and MAC algorithms, the
authentication efficiency can be further improved and the computational overhead can
be reduced. The identity authentication scheme sdronelig combines the ECDH and MAC
algorithms to realize identity authentication between UAV and control station. The UAV is
the initiator of the authentication process, which reduces communication times. On the
basis of canceling the use of identity certificates, part of the ECDH calculation process is
completed in advance in the preprocessing stage, which improves authentication efficiency.

3. UAV Communication Network Model and Threat Model
3.1. UAV Communication Network Model

A UAV network is a type of wireless network designed to complete tasks with UAV
applications at its core. The network can be self-organized or supported by communication
facilities such as ground control stations and satellites.

The identity authentication scheme presented in this paper is mainly targeted at the
UAV communication network model depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. UAV communication network model diagram. Figure 1. UAV communication network model diagram.

In this network, the ground control station is connected to multiple UAVs through
wireless links to control and monitor multiple UAVs. The legal UAV may implement secure
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encrypted communication with the control station through an identity authentication
scheme. In addition, the legal UAV may implement encrypted communication with other
legal UAVs through the control station after establishing a secure communication channel
with the control station.

3.2. Threat Model

Compared to other wireless sensor networks, UAV networks have the characteristics of
fast movement speeds and limited available energy. This makes their fragile communication
channels more susceptible to security risks. Dolev and Yao [5] proposed a classical wireless
network threat model that assumes that the attacker is very powerful, which is very suitable
for designing this kind of wireless network threat model with low security. At present,
the Dolev–Yao model has been widely used and has become the established standard of
wireless network security protocol threat modeling. In this threat model, the attacker is
extremely powerful, analogous to drones in the network communicating with the attacker;
the messages received are also from the attacker. The Dolev–Yao model accurately describes
the behavior of attackers, and the specific assumptions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Specific assumptions of the Dolev–Yao model.

Attacker Capabilities in the Dolev–Yao Model Abilities Not Available to Attackers in Dolev–Yao Model

Information that traverse that communication network can
be obtained

They do not have the ability to guess random numbers in a large
enough space.

Have a legal identity in the communication network, and
can impersonate other principals to initiate communication

with any principal

In the absence of the correct key (or private key), the attacker does
not have the ability to recover the plaintext from the given

ciphertext; For the complete encryption algorithm, the attacker also
does not have the ability to obtain the correct ciphertext from the

given plaintext.

Become the recipient of any subject’s message The private part, e.g., the private key that matches the given public
key, cannot be solved for.

impersonate any principal to send information to any
other principal

While public portions of the communication environment may be
controlled, private areas in the computing environment, such as the

memory of an offline principal, are generally not controlled.

According to the special environment of the UAV network, in the preprocessing stage,
that is, the stage before the UAV leaves the factory and the UAV takes off, the data exchange
process between the UAV and the control station adopts a safe method. In practice, an
attacker usually cannot enter this stage to obtain information, i.e., a legitimate identity, at
this stage. This situation is contrary to the Dolev–Yao model assumption that the attacker
has a legitimate identity in the communication network. Therefore, it is necessary to
improve the Dolev–Yao model according to the actual situation and remove the strong
assumption that the attacker can obtain a legal identity in the communication network.
The situation that the attacker cannot obtain identity information in the initialization phase
is also consistent with the assumption that the attacker cannot control the private area in
the computing environment in the Dolev–Yao model. In addition, in order to better fit the
characteristics of the UAV network, this paper assumes that the attacker can obtain the
private keys of some legitimate nodes through other means, but not the legitimate ground
station nodes. Specifically, the specific assumptions of the threat model in the UAV network
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Specific assumptions of threat models in UAV networks.

Attacker Capabilities in UAV Communication Networks Capabilities That an Attacker Does Not Have in a UAV
Communications Network

Attackers can receive data transmitted over wireless channels
between any node in the network

Does not have the ability to guess random numbers in a large
enough space

Attackers can send data to any node in the network through
wireless channels

Without the correct key, the attacker cannot recover the
plaintext from the given ciphertext and cannot obtain the correct

ciphertext from the given plaintext.

An attacker has the ability to derive a public key from a given
private key

The attacker cannot derive the private key from the public key
without unknown the parameters, and cannot generate a valid

message authentication code for the message

The attacker can control a small number of nodes and obtain the
private key of the controlled node by other means.

The attacker does not have the ability to hijack the ground
control station and cannot obtain the key stored offline by the

ground control station.

4. Certification Scheme

Based on the above communication network model and threat model, this paper
designs the sdronelig authentication scheme to achieve the following security goals:

The legal ground station and the unmanned aerial vehicle node that successfully run
the authentication scheme can realize two-way identity authentication between the legal
ground station and the unmanned aerial vehicle node and effectively prevent any external
or internal attacker from masquerading as a legal node to pass the authentication.

The legitimate ground station and the UAV node that successfully run the authen-
tication scheme can negotiate a consistent key, and the key can only be obtained by the
legitimate node and the attacker cannot obtain it.

The symbols and meanings used in the certification scheme are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Symbols and meanings involved in the scheme.

Symbol Implication

S ground control station
U Legitimate drones that require authentication

A||B Connect two data points A and B into one data point
G base point of elliptic curve
dS Ground control station private key
PS Ground control station public key
dU UAV private key
PU UAV public key

IDU UAV identification
IDS Ground control station identification
rS Temporary private key generated by ground control station based on elliptic curve
RS Temporary public key generated by ground control station based on elliptic curve
rU Temporary private key generated by UAV based on elliptic curve
RU Temporary public key generated by UAV based on elliptic curve

rand() random number generating function
enc(x, y) Encrypt data y using x as the key
dec(x, y) Decrypt data y using x as the key

hmac(x, y) Compute the hash authentication code for data y using x as the key

4.1. Initialization

System initialization parameters before UAV and control station equipment certifica-
tion include:

(1) Elliptic curve parameters for the UAV and control station, i.e., selecting an appropriate
and safe elliptic curve for the UAV and control station.

(2) The parameters that the UAV shall store before certification include
{IDU , dU , PU , IDS, PS, RU , rU , vk, macU1}. where IDU is the UAV identity, dU is the
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UAV private key, and PU is the public key generated by the UAV according to
Equation (1).

PU = dU ∗ G (1)

IDS is the control station identity, PS is the control station public key, and rU is the
random number generated by the UAV, and RU is calculated according to Equation (2).

RU = rU ∗ G (2)

In order to calculate the vk (Key used for identity authentication during authentica-
tion between the unmanned aerial vehicle and the control station) required for identity
authentication, it is generated by the UAV according to Equation (3).

vk = RU + dU ∗ PS (3)

The message authentication code macU1 is generated by the drone according to
Equation (4).

macU1 = hmac(vk, IDU‖RU) (4)

Among the above parameters, only IDS, PS, IDU and dU are entered at the delivery
stage, and other parameters are generated by the UAV subsequently.

(3) The parameters to be stored by the ground station mainly include two parts: one
is its own identification and public and private keys {IDS, dS, PS}, and the other is
the relevant parameters of the unmanned aerial vehicle under the jurisdiction of
the control station. The unmanned aerial vehicle U is taken as an example for the
description herein, which mainly includes {IDU , PU , RS, rS}.
dS is the control station private key, and PS is the control station public key generated

by the control station according to Equation (5).

PS = dS ∗ G (5)

The ground control station uses the generated plurality of random numbers as a
temporary private key and calculates a temporary public key. Here, the temporary private
key rS corresponding to the unmanned aerial vehicle U is taken as an example and RS is
calculated and generated according to Equation (6).

RS = rS ∗ G (6)

Among the above parameters, only IDS, PU , IDU and dS are entered at the delivery
stage, and other parameters are generated by the control station subsequently.

4.2. Protocol Execution Process

The protocol flow is initiated by the UAV, and the flow is shown in Figure 2.
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Stage 1: The UAV initiates an authentication request to the control station.
Step 1-1: The UAV will send {IDU , RU , macU1} to the control station.
Stage 2 After receiving and verifying the data, the control station sends the data to

the UAV.
Step 2-1: The control station obtains the public key of the corresponding UAV ac-

cording to the IDU , and calculates vk. The calculation method of vk follows Equation (7).

vk = RU + dS ∗ PU (7)

Step 2-2: The control station verifies macU1. The control station uses the received
IDU , RU and the vk calculated in Step 2-1 to calculate the macver1 according to
Equation (8). If the macver1 is the same as the macU1, the verification passes; otherwise, the
authentication fails.

macver1 = hmac(vk, IDU‖RU) (8)

Step 2-3: The control station uses the function getkey() to randomly generate a key
sesskey that can be used for the symmetric encryption algorithm.

Step 2-4: impkey (impkey is a parameter used to calculate enckey) is calculated in
accordance with Equation (9).

impkey = rS ∗ RU (9)
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Step 2-5: Control station uses impkey as key to encrypt sesskey to generate enckey
according to algorithm. Calculation method of enckey follows Formula (10).

enckey = enc(impkey, sesskey) (10)

Step 2-6: The control station generates a message authentication code macS, which is
calculated in accordance with Equation (11).

macS = hmac(vk, IDS‖RS‖enckey) (11)

Step 2-7: After completing the above steps, the UAV sends the data {IDS, RS, enckey, macS}
to the control station.

Stage 3: After receiving and verifying the data, the UAV sends the data to the control
station to confirm that the keys are the same.

Step 3-1: UAV verification macS. The UAV uses vk and the received IDS, RS, enckey to
calculate the macver2 according to Formula (12). If the macver2 is the same as the macS, the
verification passes; otherwise, the verification fails.

macver2 = hmac(vk, IDS‖RS‖enckey) (12)

Step 3-2: The UAV calculates impkey according to Equation (13).

impkey = rU ∗ RS (13)

Step 3-3: The message enckey is decrypted using the impkey as the key to obtain the
sesskey, and the calculation of the sesskey follows Equation (14).

sesskey = dec(impkey, enckey) (14)

Step 3-4: The drone is generated according to the formula, and the calculation method
of macU2 follows Formula (15).

macU2 = hmac(tmpkey, IDU‖sesskey) (15)

Step 3-5: The drone sends {IDU , macU2} to the control station.
Stage 4 After the control station receives the data and completes the data verification,

the session key is used to establish a secure communication channel.
Step 4-1: The control station uses the received IDU, impkey generated in Step 2-4 and

sesskey generated in Step 2-3 to generate macver3 according to Equation (16). If macver3 is
the same as macU2, authentication is successful.

macver3 = hmac(tmpkey, IDU‖sesskey) (16)

Stage 5: Identity the authentication between drones.
After the UAV completes the identity authentication with the control station and es-

tablishes a secure communication channel, the UAV may realize the identity authentication
with other UAVs by means of the control station, and the process is as shown in Figure 3.

After the UAV completes the identity authentication with the control station, the UAV
can realize the identity authentication with other UAVs by means of the control station.
Take UAV UA and UAV UB as an example to draw a flow chart, as shown in Figure 3.

The drone UA generates a random number rA, computes RA = rA ∗ G as a temporary
public key, and forwards {IDA, RA} to the drone UB via the control station S over a secure
communication channel.
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After receiving the authentication request from UAV UA, UAV UB first generates
a random number rB, then calculates RB = rB ∗ G as a temporary public key, then cal-
culates a session key skey = rB ∗ RA, and forwards {IDB, RB} to UAV UA via a secure
communication channel of control station S.

After receiving the {IDB, RB}, the UAV UA calculates a session key skey = rA ∗ RB,
and implements encrypted communication with the UAV UB based on the IDB and
the skey.

5. Safety Analysis

In order to ensure the security of the protocol, this paper uses the formal analysis tool
Proverif to analyze the security of the protocol. Its code is given in Appendix A of the paper.
Proverif has been widely used in security proof of identity authentication schemes due to
its advantages of automated verification, multilingual support, and high efficiency [19,27].

ProVerif is an event-based formal verification tool used to verify the correctness and
security of protocols. When using this tool, you first need to define the key nodes of the
protocol and then use a special typed process calculus language to describe the protocol,
including processes, events, interactions, and constraints. By analyzing all possible event
sequences in the protocol and checking whether these event sequences satisfy specific
security properties, such as identity authentication, confidentiality, etc., according to formal
specifications. Therefore, it is first necessary to define the key nodes of the protocol. Because
the identity authentication phase between UAVs is carried out in the secure encrypted
communication channel established between UAVs and the control station, this paper
mainly proves the security of the identity authentication phase between UAVs and the
control station. As shown in Table 4, the event accept_g_station indicates that the identity
of the UAV has been authenticated at the ground station, and the ground station is about to
send a final reply message to the UAV; the event accept_UAV indicates that the identity
of the ground station has been authenticated at the UAV, and the UAV is about to send
a final reply message to the control station; the event termi_g_station indicates that the
ground station has finished executing the identity authentication protocol; and the event
termi_UAV indicates that the authentication protocol has been executed by the UAV.
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Table 4. Key node event.

Key Node Event

(* Parameter description: Key, whether hijacked *)
event accept_g_station(key, bool).
event accept_UAV(key, bool).
event termi_g_station(key, bool).
event termi_UAV(key, bool).

According to the above definition of key node events, the safety objectives given in
Section 4 are defined using a special Typed Process Calculus language, as shown in Table 5.
The first query statement is to verify the security of the key negotiated between the UAV
and the control station; the second and third query statements are to verify whether the
legitimate UAV and the control station node can normally execute the security scheme; and
the fourth query statement is to verify that each time the UAV runs the security scheme, it
completes authentication with the legitimate ground station (“inj-event” indicates that the
two events described later are one-to-one, which verifies whether the security scheme is
resistant to replay attacks).

Table 5. Safety objective description.

Safety Objective Description

(* Attacker cannot obtain secret key k *)
query attacker(secrecy).
(* Uncontrolled drones can execute the protocol normally *)
query sk: key; event(termi_g_station(sk, false)).
query sk: key; event(termi_UAV(sk, false)).
(* Uncontrolled drones can complete mutual authentication and negotiate session keys *)
query sk: key; inj-event(termi_g_station(sk, false)) ==> inj-event(accept_UAV(sk, false)).
query sk: key; inj-event(termi_UAV(sk, false)) ==> inj-event(accept_g_station(sk, false)).

In order to verify that the UAVs controlled by the attacker cannot join the net-
work, as shown in Table 6, before the authentication starts, the private keys of some
UAVs (assuming that these UAVs have been attacked and controlled) are publicly out-
put to the public channel, and the entities in the protocol description are extended to
three parallel entities: Ground stations(g_station(id_s, gs_skey)), drones that are not
attacked(UAV(id_d1,safe_skey, P_s, false)), and drones that are controlled by attack-
ers(UAV(id_d2, compromised_skey, P_s,true)).

Table 6. Validation master process.

Validation Master Process

process
new id_s: bitstring;
new id_d1: bitstring;
new id_d2: bitstring;
let P_s = pk(gs_skey) in
let P_d1 = pk(safe_skey) in
out(c, P_s);
out(c, P_d1);

(* Publicize the private key of the controlled drone *)
out(c, compromised_skey);

(* Both legitimate drones and drones controlled by attackers can participate in the agreement *)
((!choose_UAV) |
(!g_station(id_s, gs_skey))|
(!UAV(id_d1,safe_skey, P_s, false))|
(!UAV(id_d2, compromised_skey, P_s,true)))
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The safety verification results are shown in Table 7. The first “RESULT” indicates
that the negotiated shared key is secure, that is, the attacker cannot obtain the shared key
negotiated by both parties; the second and third “RESULT” indicate that the termi_g_station
and termi_UAV security schemes can be executed normally and have the ability of identity
authentication and key agreement, that is, they are alive; article 4 “RESULT” indicates that
the legal UAV node can complete identity authentication at the ground station, that is,
the UAV can confirm that the other party is a legal ground station when completing the
protocol; the fifth “RESULT” indicates that the legal ground station node can confirm that
the other party is a legal UAV when the UAV completes the identity authentication, that is,
the ground station completes the protocol.

Table 7. Safety verification results.

Safety Verification Results

RESULT not attacker(secrecy[]) is true.

RESULT not event(termi_g_station(sk_3,false)) is false.

RESULT not event(termi_UAV(sk_3,false)) is false.

RESULT inj-event(termi_g_station(sk_3,false)) ==> inj-event(accept_UAV(sk_3,false)) is true.

RESULT inj-event(termi_UAV(sk_3,false)) ==> inj-event(accept_g_station(sk_3,false)) is true.

6. Experimental Simulation and Performance Analysis
6.1. Simulation Experiment

The experimental environment is divided into two parts: the control station and the
UAV. The control station side is configured with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU@2.80
GHz and 2.81 GHz with 12GB of memory. Drone side is configured with an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU@2.80GHz 2.81 GHz and 4GB RAM. Among them, the UAV
terminal includes the quadrotor UAV simulation model built on the GazeBoo platform
and the communication module built on the PyCharm 2021.1.1 x64 platform. The control
station includes a communication module built on the PyCharm 2021.1.1 x64 platform. The
main algorithms are written in Python, and the core algorithms at the control station end
and UAV end are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.

Algorithm 1: Control Station Core Algorithm

Output: If all return True output cost_time, False otherwise.
1. start_time = time.time()//the start point of that authentication process
2. S←U// S receives msg_u1 sent by U
3. id_u, R_u, mac_u1 <- Parsing msg_u1
4. vk<-R_u + self.sk * P_u
5. Compute HMAC = hmac.new(vk, id_u + R_u)
6. If HMAC == mac_u1 and station_id == id_u, return True.
7. Else, return False.
8. impkey <- r_s * R_u
9. key <- Use PBKDF2 algorithm to generate the user’s key
10. ekey <- Encrypt the key using the AES algorithm
11. mac_s1<- hmac.new(vk, id + R_s+ekey).
12. msg_s1<- Packing [id, R_s, ekey, mac_s1]
13. S→U// S sends information msg_s1 to U
14. S←U// S receives msg_u2 sent by U
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Algorithm 1: Count.

15. id_u2, key, mac_u2 <- Parsing msg_u2
16. Compute HMAC = hmac.new(tmpkey, id_u2 + key)
17. If HMAC == mac_u2 and station_id = id_u2, return True.
18. Else, return False.
19. end_time = time.time()//Authentication Process Endpoint
20. logger.info(“Protocol finished in [%.2f]ms”%((end_time - start_time) * 1000))

Algorithm 2: UAV core algorithm

Output: If all return True output cost_time, False otherwise.
1. start_time=time.time()//the star point of that authentication process
2. msg_u1 = Packaging information [id, R_u, mac_u1])
3. U→S// U sends information msg_u1 to S
4. U←S// U receives msg_s1 sent by S
5. id_s, R_s, ekey,mac_u<- Parsing msg_s1
6. Compute HMAC = hmac.new(vk, id_s + R_s+ekey)
7. If HMAC == mac_s1 and station_id = id_s, return True.
8. Else, return False.
9. tmpkey <- r_u * R_s
10. key <-AES.new(tmpkey, AES.MODE_ECB).decrypt(ekey)
11. mac_g2 <- hmac.new(tmpkey, id + key + ktype)
12. msg_g2 <- Package [id, key, mac_g2]
13. U→S// U sends information msg_u2 to S
14. end_time = time.time()//Authentication Process Endpoint
15. logger.info(“Protocol finished in [%.2f]ms”%((end_time - start_time) * 1000))
16. // Send takeoff command to drone model */
17. Pycharm→Gazeboo : command(‘fly’)

In order to give consideration to security and operation speed, 256-bit prime field
elliptic curve secp256r1 is used as an asymmetric encryption algorithm, 128-bit AES is used
as a symmetric encryption algorithm, and HMAC based on SHA256 is used as a message
authentication code algorithm. The UDP protocol is based on the Python socket interface
to send and receive protocol data packets, which is convenient to provide fast transmission
speed and less network load.

The SP-D2GCS protocol [25] is used in the comparative experiment, and the authenti-
cation process is shown in Figure 4.

Run the relevant program so that the UAV model takes off after receiving the command,
as shown in Figure 5.

Run the authentication scheme for ten times, respectively, and record the data and
draw them into histogram 6 and histogram 7, respectively. Figure 6 shows the time
required for completing key configuration at the UAV end for two protocols under the
same hardware environment (time from protocol execution to protocol completion), and
Figure 7 shows the time required for completing key configuration at the control station
end for two protocols under the same hardware environment (time from protocol execution
to protocol completion). Calculating the average value, respectively, the time required for
identity authentication on the UAV side is about 7.15 ms, which is about 88.93% less than
the 64.63 ms of the SP-D2GCS [25] and more than 50% less than the 25.14 ms [26] of the
DTLS protocol (a performance benchmark for comparing the efficiency of UAV security
protocols [26]). The time required for identity authentication at the control station is about
6.95 ms, which is about 81.24% less than the 37.05 ms of SP-D2GCS [25] and more than
50% lower than the 25.83 ms [26] of the DTLS protocol. Therefore, the authentication
scheme designed in this paper effectively improves the authentication efficiency compared
with the DTLS protocol and the scheme of SP-D2GCS [25], which is also based on the
ECC algorithm.
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Use WireShark to capture the total amount of data sent during protocol interaction, and
the result is shown in Figure 8. The calculated communication overhead is 301 bytes.The
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sdronelig protocol was compared with Yongho et al. [25] and the DTLS protocol, and the
results are shown in Figure 8.
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As shown in Table 8, after comparison with the original scheme, it is found that the
communication overhead of this scheme is only 7.69% of the DTLS protocol and 12.48% of
SP-D2GCS [25].

Table 8. Comparison table of communication expenses.

Identity Authentication Scheme Communication Overhead (Bytes)

sdronelig 301
DTLS 3913

SP-D2GCS [25] 2411

6.2. Performance Analysis

This section compares the performance of sdronelig with that of several UAV authenti-
cation schemes proposed in recent years (since the authentication between UAV and control
station is the basis of the whole network and some literature lacks the authentication be-
tween UAV and UAV, the authentication process between UAV and control station is mainly
compared). The security characteristics of the selected representative UAV authentication
scheme and the sdronelig scheme are compared, and the results are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Comparison table of scheme security features.

Certification Scheme Mutual
Authentication

Effective against
Replay Attacks

Effective against
Man-in-the-Middle

Attacks

No Special
Hardware Required

Effective Response to
Known Session Key

Attacks

sdronelig Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Chuang et al. [14] Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Chin-Ling et al. [24] Yes - - Yes No
SP-D2GCS [25] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
DroneSec [26] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SENTINEL [29] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
ACPBS-IoT [30] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yongho [25], Jian [26], Cho [29], Basudeb [30], Chuang [14], et al. all explain the ability
of their schemes to achieve mutual authentication, resist replay attacks, resist man-in-
the-middle attacks, and resist known session key attacks. However, because the scheme
designed by Chuang et al. [14] adopts PUF technology, it has special hardware requirements,
including the need for programmable chips, high-demand circuit design, etc., which makes
it difficult for ordinary UAVs to support this technology. The scheme designed by Chin-
Ling et al. [24] does not adopt the ECDH algorithm and faces the threat of a known session
key attack (Abdelouahid et al. [20] also think that it has defects when facing a known
session key attack). It can be seen from Table 9 that the authentication scheme represented
by Chuang et al. [14] has the defect of requiring special hardware, and Chin-Ling et al. [24]
faces the threat of a session key leakage attack. Therefore, this paper mainly analyzes
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and compares the identity authentication schemes, including sdronelig, SP-D2GCS [25],
DroneSec [26], SENTINEL [29], and ACPBS-IoT [30], from the aspects of communication
times, communication overhead, and time overhead.

The computational performance overhead of the sdronelig scheme is compared with
that of existing UAV authentication schemes by theoretical calculation. On an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU@2.80GHz 2.81 and GHz with a 16.0 GB environment to test
the typical time cost of the operation that has a significant impact on the computational
overhead of the authentication scheme, where the digital signature and verification are
performed by the sign() function and verify() function in python keys.py, respectively, the
digital certificate is generated by OpenSSL 1.1.1k based on the sha256ECDSA signature
algorithm, and the certificate is verified by the verify_certificate() function in python
cypto.py. The test method is to perform 1000 corresponding operations and take the
average value, and the results are listed in Table 10.

Table 10. Time cost of typical cryptographic operations.

Type of Calculation Description Time Cost

Caleccm elliptic curve point multiplication 0.421
Caleccadd elliptic curve point addition 0.308

Calsys symmetric encryption/decryption computation 0.014
Calhash Message Digest Calculation (SHA256) 0.005
Calsign Digital signature (secp256r1 curve) 0.771
Calveri f digital signature verification 2.775

Calcert_veri f certificate verification 2.945

The main computational overhead involved in each scheme is shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Comparison table of main calculation expenses of various schemes.

Certification Scheme Computational Overhead

sdronelig 3Caleccm+1Caleccadd+5Calhash+2Calsys
SP-D2GCS [25] 7Calsys+4Calsign+4Calveri f +2Calcert_veri f +4Caleccm+11Calhash
DroneSec [26] 6Caleccm+2Caleccadd+8Calhash+2Calsys

SENTINEL [29] 2Calsign+2Calveri f +2Calcert_veri f +2Calsys
ACPBS-IoT [30] 10Caleccm+3Caleccadd+18Calhash

It can be seen from Table 12 that the sdronelig authentication scheme designed in
this paper is superior to other similar UAV authentication schemes in all aspects. Com-
pared with the identity authentication scheme between the UAV and the control station
designed in Yongho et al. [25] and the SENTINEL [29], the communication overhead and
the time overhead are both reduced by more than 50%, and compared with the identity
authentication scheme designed in DroneSec [26], the calculation overhead, the number
of communications, and the communication overhead of the authentication scheme are
comprehensively reduced. Compared with ACPBS-IoT [30], the sdronelig scheme has the
same communication times, but the communication overhead and calculation overhead
are lower than ACPBS-IoT [30], which is more in line with the lightweight requirements of
UAV communication.
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Table 12. Comparison table of the main calculation expenses of various schemes.

Certification Scheme Computational Overhead (ms) Number of Communications
(Times)

Communication Overhead
(Bytes)

sdronelig 1.604 3 301
SP-D2GCS [25] 27.801 4 2411
DroneSec [26] 3.21 4 305

SENTINEL [29] 13.01 3 618
ACPBS-IoT [30] 5.224 3 2336

7. Conclusions

Authentication is one of the most critical factors in ensuring security, as it helps to
prevent unauthorized access and data theft. Unfortunately, the existing UAV authentication
schemes have some disadvantages, such as requiring special hardware, a lack of security,
high overhead, and so on. In this article, an efficient and lightweight UAV authentication
scheme called sdronelig is designed to solve the security threats faced by UAV communi-
cation networks. The scheme uses the ECDH algorithm to effectively resist the threat of
session key disclosure. Without special hardware, the scheme realizes the mutual authenti-
cation of legitimate nodes in the UAV network and negotiates the security key, which can
only be obtained by legitimate nodes. Compared with the existing UAV authentication
scheme, the sdronelig scheme has reduced computation overhead, communication over-
head, and communication times and meets the security and lightweight requirements of the
UAV authentication scheme. At present, the authentication scheme designed in this paper
only supports the key configuration based on the ground station UAV network, and it is
difficult to deal with the authentication and encrypted communication between UAVs in a
large-scale UAV cluster without a ground station. In future work, quantum communication
technology and identification cryptographic algorithms should be used as references to
further improve and adapt the communication security requirements in large-scale UAV
cluster scenarios.
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Appendix A

In order to verify the secrecy, confidentiality, and reachability of the session key, the
software verification toolkit ProVerif 2.02 is utilized. Below is the simulation code for the
proposed scheme in ProVerif2.02.

(* comments *)

(* define a public channel *)
free c : channel.
free readkey : channel [private].

(* define crypto primitive *)
(* symmetric encryption *)
type key.
fun key_to_bitstring(key) : bitstring [typeConverter].
fun senc(bitstring, key) : bitstring.
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reduc forall m:bitstring, k:key; sdec(senc(m, k), k) = m.

(* mac *)
fun mac(bitstring, key) : bitstring.

type Bignum.
type Point.
fun point_to_bitstring(Point) : bitstring [typeConverter].
const G : Point [data].
fun ec_mul(Bignum, Point) : Point.
fun ec_add(Point, Point) : Point.
reduc forall n:Bignum, P:Point; de_ec_mul(n, ec_mul(n, P)) = P.
reduc forall A:Point, B:Point; de_ec_add(A, ec_add(A, B)) = B.
equation forall x:Bignum, y:Bignum; ec_mul(y, ec_mul(x, G)) = ec_mul(x, ec_mul(y, G)).
type skey.
type pkey.
fun skey_to_bignum(skey) : Bignum [typeConverter].
fun pkey_to_point(pkey) : Point [typeConverter].
fun pk(skey) : pkey.
fun sign(bitstring, skey) : bitstring.
reduc forall m : bitstring, sk : skey; checksign(m, sign(m, sk), pk(sk)) = true.
equation forall sk : skey; pkey_to_point(pk(sk)) = ec_mul(skey_to_bignum(sk), G).

event accept_g_station(key, bool).
event accept_UAV(key, bool).
event termi_g_station(key, bool).
event termi_UAV(key, bool).
event test(bool).

free safe_skey : skey [private].
free compromised_skey : skey [private].
free gs_skey : skey [private].
free secrecy : bitstring [private].

query attacker(secrecy).
query sk : key; event(termi_g_station(sk, false)).
query sk : key; event(termi_UAV(sk, false)).
query sk : key; inj-event(termi_g_station(sk, false)) ==> inj-event(accept_UAV(sk,

false)).
query sk : key; inj-event(termi_UAV(sk, false)) ==> inj-event(accept_g_station(sk,

false)).

let choose_UAV =
out(readkey, (pk(safe_skey), false));
out(readkey, (pk(compromised_skey), true)).

let g_station(id_s : bitstring,sk : skey) =
in(readkey, (P_d : pkey, compromised : bool));
(* read first gs msg *)
in(c, (id_d : bitstring, R_d : Point, mac_d : bitstring));
(* calculate vk *)

let point_vk = ec_add(R_d, ec_mul(skey_to_bignum(sk), pkey_to_point(P_d))) in
let key_to_bitstring(vk) = point_to_bitstring(point_vk) in
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(* check mac *)
if mac_d = mac((id_d, point_to_bitstring(R_d)), vk) then

new r_s : Bignum;
let R_s = ec_mul(r_s, G) in
let point_tmpkey = ec_mul(r_s, R_d) in
let key_to_bitstring(tmpkey) = point_to_bitstring(point_tmpkey) in
new k : key;
new ktype : bitstring;
let ek = senc(key_to_bitstring(k), tmpkey) in
let mac_s = mac((id_s, point_to_bitstring(R_s), ek), vk) in
(* reply *)
event accept_g_station(k, compromised);

out(c, (id_s, R_s, ek, mac_s));
(* read second gs msg *)

in(c, (id_d2 : bitstring, mac_d2 : bitstring));

if (id_d = id_d2) && (mac_d2 = mac((id_d2,k), tmpkey)) then
event termi_g_station(k, compromised);

if not(compromised) then
out(c, senc(secrecy, k)).

let UAV(id_d : bitstring, sk : skey, P_s : pkey, compromised : bool) =

new r_d : Bignum;
let R_d = ec_mul(r_d, G) in
let point_vk = ec_add(R_d, ec_mul(skey_to_bignum(sk), pkey_to_point(P_s))) in
let key_to_bitstring(vk) = point_to_bitstring(point_vk) in
let mac_d = mac((id_d, point_to_bitstring(R_d)), vk) in
out(c, (id_d, R_d, mac_d));

in(c, (id_s : bitstring, R_s : Point, ek:bitstring, mac_s : bitstring));
if mac_s = mac((id_s, point_to_bitstring(R_s), ek), vk) then
let point_tmpkey = ec_mul(r_d, R_s) in
let key_to_bitstring(tmpkey) = point_to_bitstring(point_tmpkey) in
let bit_k = sdec(ek, tmpkey) in
let key_to_bitstring(k) = bit_k in
event accept_UAV(k, compromised);
let mac_d2 = mac((id_d,k), tmpkey) in
out(c, (id_d, mac_d2));
event termi_UAV(k, compromised);
if not(compromised) then

out(c, senc(secrecy, k)).

process
new id_s : bitstring;
new id_d1 : bitstring;
new id_d2 : bitstring;
let P_s = pk(gs_skey) in
let P_d1 = pk(safe_skey) in
out(c, P_s);
out(c, P_d1);
out(c, compromised_skey);
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((!choose_UAV) |(!g_station(id_s, gs_skey)) | (!UAV(id_d1,safe_skey, P_s, false)) |
(!UAV(id_d2, compromised_skey, P_s,true)) )

(* ecc model test *)
(* process
new d_g : Bignum;
new d_u : Bignum;
new r_s : Bignum;
new r_d : Bignum;
let a = ec_mul(r_d, ec_mul(d_u, G)) in
out(c, (d_u, a));
in(c, P : Point);
if P = ec_mul(r_d, G) then
event ok *)
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